Abstract
addition, DMA controller initialization will take some time, so this HW/SW communication mode is not suit for the hardware functions which are demanded smaller data.
Taking account of these aspects, analyses the different HW/SW communication mode, combing with the advantages of registers communication mode and shared memory communication mode, this paper proposes a HW/SW dual communication mode. It dynamically selects the HW/SW communication mode according to the system runtime status and the traffic and area consumption of the hardware function. The choice of the HW/SW communication mode is transparent to the user which uses adaptive decision algorithm.
Adaptive decision algorithm
To make programmers free from the arduous and complex selection of HW/SW communication mode, the research focuses on the intelligent decision.
Problem description
Under the hardware/software function library support, the adaptive decision algorithm determines to use which HW/SW communication mode based on communication traffic of the hardware function and run-time on-chip resources. The communication traffic consists of as follows:
Parameter list: When the function is called, it often needs to obtain certain data from the caller and returns the results. These data defined in the function parameter list, it is the main communication traffic between the function and its caller.
Global variables: It is possible to access the system global variables during the function implement time. The global variables are not explicitly defined in parameter list, but they need to get from the outside, they are recessive traffic.
Subroutine call: If the function called the subroutine, there exists the external communications. Subroutine call traffic is defined in the subroutine call parameter list.
These parameters are further divided into two main types: ordinary variables and arrays. For ordinary variables, it can direct calculate its traffic. For the arrays, it needs to know the size of array, the traffic of the array is equal to a single element's communications traffic multiplied the array size. This information can be obtained from the compiler, and can be dynamic accessed form the program runtime if you add the traffic statistics statement in function.
For a given hardware function B, set P are argument lists, C are the global variables, V are subroutine calls. So the communication traffic of the hardware function is as Eq. (1):
To meet the constraints of the architecture and resources, the choice of HW/SW communication mode goal is minimize the HW/SW communication time and the area of hardware function according to the runtime state dynamically choose communication mode.
All concepts are defined as follows: under the conditions of knowing the hardware functions' communication data traffic, the problem can be represent as binary groups input ,
total Area is the maximum available hardware area of the system. F corresponds to the hardware and software function pairs of the application, it consists of , , , Because hardware resources are very limited, the tasks' resources consumption requires meet a certain constraint conditions, it needs to satisfy the Eq. (3) at any time:
Adaptive decision algorithm
Choosing an optimal solution to meet the resource constraints under the performance conditions, it is a constrained combinatorial optimization problem. In general it is NP-problem [11, 12] . In this paper, it combines the simulated annealing and chain scheduling method to solve.
Under the constraint conditions, the HW/SW communication mode adaptive decision will be affected by many factors. Together these factors, the communication mode division tends can be calculated as Eq. (4): The adaptive decision algorithm includes five aspects: initialization, establish list, generate new solution, the objective function and closing conditions. 1) Initialization: Complete the related work prior to the implementation of algorithm, including set the initial temperature T, the final temperature T', m sub-cooling not accepting the new solution, the number L of each annealing temperature, temperature coefficient k and generate the initial solution. This paper sets T= 0.5, T'=0, m=20, L=10n (n is the number of the hardware functions), k=0.95, and adopts a random method to generating the initial solution.
2) Establish list: According to the formula (4), establish the communication patterns division tend list F.
3) Generate new solution: In the algorithm implementation process, by selecting a hardware function to change their HW/SW communication mode to generate a new solution. In order to find the optimal solution as early as possible, the algorithm introduces the chain scheduling idea to change the hardware functions' communication model. Based on F list scheduling, the list header functions will prior to use shared memory HW/SW communication mode and the list ender functions will prior to use the registers HW/SW communication mode.
4) The objective function: the objective function is defined in Eq. (2) 
Theoretical analysis results
We simulate a RSoC to analyze the HW/SW dual communication mode in theory, the system mainly includes the six compute-intensive algorithms. These algorithms commonly use more or less data when they are running. The algorithms list as follow:
1) uLaw compression algorithm: it needs 1 point of source data and generates 1 point of result data.
2) ADPCM coding algorithm: it needs 1 point of source data and generates 1 point of result data.
3) ADPCM decoding algorithm: it needs 1 point of source data and generates 1 point of result data. 4) 1024-point FFT algorithm: it needs 1024 points of source data and generates 1024 points of result data. 5) 128-point self-correlation algorithm: it needs 128 points of source data and generates 128 points of result data.
6) The 2D-convolution of 3×3 matrix and 32×32 matrix: They need 1024 points of source data and generate 900 points of result data.
We Through the theoretical analysis, we get the total execution time and hardware functions area of the system. 
Conclusions

